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ABSTRACT 
Formulas are derived for calculating the IN + m, N] Padd approx imants  to an operator-valued 
funct ion f rom the first 2N + m + 1 expansion coefficients of  the perturbat ion series for this func- 
tion. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Pad~ method for investigating and approximating 
perturbation series has become very popular ecently 
in a great variety of fields [1]. The method is applied 
to quantities given by their formal perturbation ex- 
pansion 
W(x)= ~ F nx  n (1.1) 
n=O 
in which W can be a scalar function or an operator- 
valued function and the coefficients F n are then 
matrices of the appropriate order. The series in (1.1) 
is said to be formal because it need not converge for 
every Value of x. In many cases, the series diverges at 
values of x which should provide the actual physical 
value of W. One then faces a problem in which the 
ordy information available on W is its formal expan- 
sion, while W should be calculated outside the radius 
of convergence. In practice more complications arise 
because of the fact that only a finite number of terms 
of the series (1.1) can be evaluated which limits the 
information on W even further. It has been suggested 
[2] that Pad6 approximants (to be de£med in the next 
section) could frequently overcome these difficulties 
and provide a good approximation for W in the de- 
scribed conditions. However, all the mathematical con- 
jectures tudied till now concerning Pad~ approximants 
[1, 3] dealt with scalar functions, with only some of 
them being checked numerically for operator-valued 
functions [2, 4]. 
In the current work a dosed formula for Padd ap- 
proximants for operator-valued functions is derived. 
Its simplicity enables one to calculate the approxi- 
mants easily and may help in studying their properties. 
It may even be superior to existing form-l~ when 
applied to scalar functions. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
Let W(z) be an operator-valued function given by its 
Taylor series 
W(z)= ~ F nz  n (2.1) 
n=0 
The [N + m, N] Pad~ approximant of W (z) can be 
defined by (m ~ 0, N + m ~ 0) 
[N + m, N] W (z) = S N + m (z) [T N (z)]-i (2.2) 
in which S N + m and T N are polynomials in z of degree 
N + m and N respectively. 
_N~ m zi 
SN +m(Z) -- i=0 Ai (2.3) 
N ] 
TN(Z )-- E C tz  t -  - (2.4) t=0 0 t~ l  Bt zt 
The coefficients {Ai} and {Bt} are defined by the 
formal identity [1] 
[ ~= n] [B0 N ] N+m " (zN+m) 
n 0 Fnz - t~ l  Bt zt = ~ Ai zl +0 
i =0 (2.5) 
The coefficients are then derived by comparison of the 
first (N + m + 1) like powers in z in equation (2.5). The 
solution is unique [2] if it exists and if we choose 
TN(0 ) = 1 which implies B 0 = 1. This procedure then 
yields : 
F 0 = A 0 (2.6a) 
Min (N, k) 
Fk=Ak+ i=lZ Fk_iBi  lgkgN+m(2.6b)  
FN+m+k = 
Min (N,p+ m+ k) FN Bi 
i= l  +m+k- i  
1 ~ k ~ N (2.7) 
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If one defines F k --- 0 k > 1 then the upper limit of 
the above sums could be just N. The last equation 
defines a set of N equations with N unknowns 
(B i 1 < i g N) which can be solved. Once the B i are 
known the A k are derived from (2.6). We have in fact 
solved this set of equations and found expressions for 
the B i which we believe are simple even for ordinary 
functions. 
3. DERIVATION OF A FORMULA FOR 
B i . l< i<N 
Denote N + m= M. The set of equations for {B i} then 
becomes 
N 
FM+k= i11 FM+ k_ iB  i l~k<N (3.1) 
where again F t -- 0 t < 0 (3.2) 
Define recursively 
F (0) Fg. - F m (3.3) £km = F£ _ k + m - Fk 1 
Fin) F~f2 ) (n-I) (v,(n-1), . ~-lF!n-1) 
£km = - F~k,k_n z+ n, ic,K-n, ~+ n#e,m 
(3.4) 
We shall assume in the following that all the matrices 
needed are non-singular. This assumption fails in some 
very special cases [5] for which the corresponding 
Pad~ approximants (for operator valued functions) 
cannot be defined. 
We solve now the system of equations (3.1) for B n for 
an arbitrary 1 < n g N by using the Gaussian elimina- 
tion method.  
Multiply the first equation (k= 1) from the left by 
-1 FM + k-1 FM for all 2 < k < N. For every such k we 
will thus get the following two equations 
N 
FM+ k = i : l  FM+ k-i Bi (3.5) 
N 
FM+k_ 1 (FM)-1FM+ 1=i=~1 FM + k- I (FM)- IFM+ l_iBi 
2 ,g k ~ N (3.6) 
By subtracting (3.6) from (3.5) we get 
F (0) = ~ F(0) k I" " I iBi (3.7) i M+k- I ,M,M+I  i=2 lvl+ - , l v i , i v l+ - 
2gkgN 
We have got a new system of (N -1) equations in which 
B 1 does not appear. 
Multiply the equation for k=2 in (3.7) from the leftby 
F (0) /F (0) C1 for every 
M+k- I ,M,M-1 ~ M+ 1,MMI-1 j 
3 < k < N. We obtain 
F(o) (F(o) )-iF(o) 
M+k-  1,M,M-1 M+I,M,M-1 M+2-1,M,M+ 1 
= ~ F(o) ,F(O) ~-1~(0) . 
i=2 M+k-I ,M, M-I~ M+I,  M,M-1/ "M+2-1,M, M+l-iDi 
3<k<N (3.8) 
Subtract (3.8) from (3.7) for 3 ~< k g N and get 
F(1) _ ~ ~(I) Bi 
M+k-I ,M,M+I - i=3  ~M+k- I ,M,M+I- i  
3 g k g N (3.9) 
We continue this procedure by induction. 
Assume that in the t step B t is eliminated and that 
FM(t_I) _ N w(t-1) 
+ k-I,M,M + 1-i=t+ 1 ~ M + k-I,M,M+ 1 -i Bi 
t+l < k < N (3.10) 
We have then to prove that 
FM(t _ N F(t) B 
+k-l,M,M-~l-~i=t+ 2 M+k- I ,M ,M+I - i  i 
t+ 2 < k ~ N (3.11) 
Multiply the first of equations (3.10) (i.e. k = t + 1) 
from the left by : 
F ( t - l )  ,F(t-1) 
M+k- I ,M,M+I - ( t+I )  t M+ ( t+ l ) - l ,M ,M+l - ( t+ l )  -1 
for t + 1 ~ k ~ N. This yields : 
F~: ~)I,M,M_t (F~ ~lt),M,M_t)-I F~ :It), M,M + 1 
= i=~tN+ 1F~ ;~)_1, M,M_t (F~ :It),M, M_t)-I F~ ;It)M,M+ l_iBi 
t + 1 < k g N (3.12) 
Subtract (3.12) from (3.10) and get 
F (t) - i :  + 2 F~)+ k_I,M,M + 1_ i Bi M+k- I ,M,M+ 1-  
t + 2 < k < N (3.13) 
which proves (3.11). 
Using (3.13) we proceed as follows. After the (n-1)th 
step we get for every n ~ k ~ N 
N in-2) 
F(Mn+~)I,M,M + 1 : i :  n F~d+ k_I,M,M+ 1_i Bi 
(n-2) N w(n-2) . 
= FM+k-I,M,M+I-n Bn + . . . . .  i i=n+l M+k-I,M,M+I-I 
(3.14) 
(notice that we are extracting Bn) 
Multiply now the second of equations (3.14) (i.e. 
k = n+l )  from the left by 
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(n-2) 
"M+k-I ,M,M+ 1-(n+ 1) (FI~+ (n+ 1)-I~M,M+I-(n+I) ) 
for every n g k < N k ~ n + 1. We get 
FM(n-2) [~(n-2) c l~(n-2)  
+ k- l ,M,M-n ~ M+ n,M,M-n / "M+ n,M,M+I 
~(n-2) rv(n-2) C1F(n-2) n 
= ~ M + k_l,M,M_r~ M+ n,M,M_n / M+ n,M,M-n+l~'n 
N (n-2) (n -2) -1 (n-2) 
+ Z FM+k_I,M,M_n(F~4+n,M,M_ n) FM+n~VI,M+I-iBi i=n+l  
(3.15) 
Subtract now (3.15) from (3.14) for n ~ k ~ N 
k ,n+1 
(n-I) _(n-l) 
FM+k~.I,M,M+ 1 = F/~t+ k_I,M,M_ n+ 1 Bn 
N (n -I) 
+ ~ F/~i+ k-I,M,M + 1- i  Bi (3.16) i=n+3 
(3.16) thus includes N-n  equations and in passing 
from (3.14) to (3.16) B n + 2 was eliminated. This 
procedure is continued till the last step in which B N 
is eliminated and only one equation remains for k = n, 
~(N-2) g 
F (MN+-2n)-I,M,M +1 = "M+ n- l ,M,M-n+ l~n (3.17) 
which yields a formula for B n 
l~+m+ )-1 Bn = (F(N-2) n- l ,N+m,N+m-n+l 
(N-2) 
• (FN+m+n- l,N+m,N+m+ 1 ) (3.18) 
(3.18) is valid for every 2 ~ n < N 
B 1 is determined by (3.1) once the other Bn'S are 
known : 
N 
B 1 = (FN+m)-I [FN+m+l-k:2FN+m+l_kBk ] 
N > 1 (3.19) 
In the case N=I only B 1 appears and is given by 
B 1 = (FN+m)-1 (FN +m+l) (N=I) (3.20) 
One can obtain a closed formula for B 1 too, using the 
same procedure described above and this yields 
(N-2) -1 
BI= (FIq+m_l,N+m,N+m+ 1) 
(N- 2) 
" (Flq+m-l,N+m,N+m+2) 
N > 1 (3.21) 
The system of equations (3.18)-(3.21) thus form a set 
of formulas which determine the (Bn) coefficients 
completely and provide a formula for constructing 
the [N + m, N] Pad~ approximant. Notice also that 
(3.14) together with (3.18) provide a recursion 
formula for the Bn's 
B ,,~(N -2) ,-1 ,,~(N- 2) , 
N=~r2N+m-l,N+m,m+l ) ~r2N+m-l,N+ re,N+ re+l) 
(3.22) 
r.(n-2) .-1,.(n-2) 
Bn=~rN+m+n_l,N+m,N+m_n+ 1) krN+m+n-l,N+m,N+m+: 
N (n -2) 
- ~] 1F~+m+n_l ,N+m,N+m_k+l B k) k=n+ 
1 < n < N (3.23) 
This can be used to derive the following relation 
N , (n -2)  
Y" F~+N+m_l,N+m,N_k+m+ 1B k k=n 
= F(n-2) 
n+N÷m- l ,N+m,N+m+l  
n>l  
and using (3.18) we get 
N (n-2)  
~g (F k=n n + N+m-l,N+m,N-k+m+l) 
(N-2) -1 /t:(N-2) 
"(FN+m+ k-l ,N+m,N+m-k+ 1 ) " ~ N+m+k-l,N+m,N+m+i 
= +m- l ,N+m,N+m+l  
n>l ,  
which forms a general relation between the quantities 
(F(n-2)) .  
4. SUMMARY 
We have derived in this work simple relations which 
enable us to calculate Pad6 approximants ofevery 
desired order to any operator-valued function. This 
formula has been successfully used in actual calcula- 
tions [4] and was used rdcently to construct a computer 
program [6] which computes [N+m, N] Pad6 approxi- 
mants for every N and m using the first 2N+m+l expan- 
sion coefficients F n as input. It is further hoped that 
these formulas will be of some help in developing the 
mathematical theory of Pad6 approximants. 
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